HERITAGE TORONTO AWARDS
Canada's longest-running Heritage Awards program

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
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HISTORICAL WRITING:
SHORT PUBLICATION
SUBMISSION DEADLINE: MAY

6, 2018

HISTORICAL WRITING: SHORT PUBLICATION
ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS
This category recognizes English language non-fiction
short publications such as articles, blog posts, booklets,
and pamphlets.
 Subject matter must relate to Toronto's
archaeological, built, cultural, or natural heritage
or history.
 The short publication must have been published
between January 1 and December 31, 2017.
 The short publication must be between 750 and
10,000 words in length.
 The short publication must be available to the
general public, and may be published in a
newspaper, magazine, journal, or online. Theses
and school essays are not eligible.
 Only one short publication per author will be
considered by the jury. In the case of multiple
submissions for a single author, the author will be
contacted to confirm which publication will stand for
nomination.
The jury will consider the following criteria:
 Advocacy: Does the publication pose or answer
questions about the importance of heritage and its
role in community building, and/or demonstrate a
high level of commitment to heritage conservation
and promotion?
 Scholarship: Does the publication contribute to the
field of historical knowledge, draw on a diversity of
sources, and provide appropriate acknowledgement
of sources?
 Education: Does the publication engage the general
public and provide a framework for understanding
history and/or issues around heritage in Toronto?
 Production Value: Does the publication exhibit high
quality in design, editing, illustration, and layout that
effectively contributes to achieving excellence in
advocacy, scholarship, and education as outlined
above?

For more information please visit
heritagetoronto.org or call 416-338-2175

NOMINATION PACKAGE
Please include the following in your submission:
 Nomination Form: Found online here. Click on Submit
a Nomination to complete the form.
 Summary of Short Publication (max 250 words):
Describe the project and what makes it deserving of
recognition according to the eligibility standards and
jury criteria.
 Sources and Image Citations: If not referenced directly
in the short publication.
 Images: High resolution (300 dpi) image(s) from the
short publication or that could be used to promote the
piece.
 Short Publication Copies: Six (6) print copies or a
digital version via hyperlink or attachment.
Submit your nomination online (preferred method), or mail six
(6) complete copies of your nomination package to:
Attention: Awards Jury
Heritage Toronto, Historic St. Lawrence Hall
157 King Street East, 3rd Floor
Toronto, ON
M5C 1G9
Submission Deadline: May 6, 2018

HERITAGE TORONTO AWARDS PRESENTATION
Join us this fall for the 44th annual Heritage Toronto
Awards presentation as we celebrate outstanding
contributions to heritage conservation and promotion.

